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Message from the HERC

Teaching the Holocaust in Today’s World

R

ecently, Holocaust
education became
forefront in the news
about banning books, a
Nazi rally in Orlando,
and racism and the
Holocaust. What does
this all mean? As time
passes, we have less eye
witnesses to history. It is
critical that students get
the knowledge to learn
from history. Florida law
requires all school
districts to incorporate
lessons on the
Holocaust as part of
public-school instruction
Thanks to the Boutwell Family for their
generous match challenge of $60,000. We are so
close to our goal with $4000.00 more to get the

match. Help now to give
HERC more opportunities
and capacity for the
future. Every dollar
donated will be matched.
You can give now at
https:// holocaust
resources.org/.
As we honor the
memory of Jean Boutwell,
education was her priority
with teachers getting
recognition for everything
they do. Working
diligently to share the
facts about the Holocaust
and important lessons
they hold, will make our teachers better
educators.
continued on page 2
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Teaching the Holocaust continued
Since we started our first program in 2006, we
have made a lasting impression on many teachers
and students. That’s why we are expanding our
services for learners across North Florida. The
goal is to move to the next level with planning
education opportunities from Jacksonville to
Pensacola. We know we must do more to ensure
the past is taught.

Now there is a rising sense of urgency with
hatred and antisemitism continuing to flourish
and at the same time we are losing our survivors
as witnesses to history.
Please make your commitment to HERC today
and help the Boutwell Match Challenge.
Honoring Miriam Schlezinger, Auschwitz
survivor, with former Godby High School student
Alejandro Del Real, taken at 2009 Art and Essay
Contest Awards. The Holocaust Survivor
Cookbooks are for sale at
$36. Purchase one now to
learn more about Miriam
Schlezinger and other
survivors with their special
recipes.

Thank You for Your Support,

Barbara

Barbara Goldstein,
Miriam Schlezinger with former Godby High School student Alejandro Del Real

TEMPLE ISRAEL
Tallahassee’s Jewish Community Center
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Executive Director

Business Leader Launches Campaign to Raise Holocaust Awareness

Boutwell Family Commits to Sixty Thousand
Dollars in Matching Challenge Grant to HERC!

I

In honor of his late wife Jean
and her strong commitment
to “speak the truth with love and
encouragement,” Tallahasseearea business
leader Ken
Boutwell and
his son Jeff
and daughter,
Jennifer Patty,
have pledged
to match up to
$60,000 in
Jean Boutwell
contributions
(1942-2020)
made to HERC,
the Holocaust
Education Resource Council.
HERC’s mission provides
instructional guidance, support
and resources for educators who
teach the history of the
Holocaust and educational
programs for the community at
large in a 16-county region
across North Florida.
“A schoolteacher’s daughter
trained in early childhood
education, Jean was a deeply
compassionate, caring, and wise
woman who never stopped
learning. She knew the power of
education to improve our
world,” Boutwell said in
announcing the matching
contribution. “As a lifelong
learner, Jean took many classes
and courses, including one with
Rabbi Romberg at Temple Israel.
She wanted to do what she
could to raise awareness of the
antisemitic roots of the
Holocaust so the world would

remember it for generations to
come and prevent our children
and grandchildren from facing a
similar tragedy.”
Boutwell has stood as a pillar
in Tallahassee’s business
community for decades. With
his son, Jeff, he co-founded
Vineyard Capital Partners, a
private equity investment firm
with properties and businesses
in nine states. He also served as
CEO of MGT of America, a
national management consulting
and research firm with offices in
Florida, California, Washington,
Texas, and Michigan. He was
also co-founder of Capital
Health Plan and, early in his
career, served as Vice
Chancellor at the State
University System of Florida.
Boutwell noted that the
Boutwell family pledge to match
$60,000 in contributions to
HERC aims to engage
community leaders, businesses,
and organizations in HERC’s
mission.
“Educators face limited
resources in teaching our
children about the Holocaust.
HERC helps to bridge the gap
but needs more help,” Boutwell
said. “Our hope is that more will
join us in contributing to
building HERC into a much
larger organization that can
reach middle and high school
students in many more schools
to teach them not only about
the horrors of the Holocaust,

but also about the hurt caused
by simple antisemitic comments
and acts.”
The organization is funded
primarily through private
donors and depends on
community support to promote
its mission and social
responsibility.
“Our biggest reward comes
every time we visit a classroom
and see teachers implementing
the curriculum guidelines and
using the books and films
distributed at the workshops.
The children’s eyes show that we
have “connected” and that our
efforts are making a difference,"
said HERC Executive Director
Barbara Goldstein, the daughter
of Holocaust survivors.
ABOUT HERC: The Holocaust
Education Resource Council is a
registered 501(c)3 non-profit
organization mission provides
instructional guidance, support
and resources for educators who
teach the history of the
Holocaust and educational
programs for the community at
large. The Holocaust Education
Resource Council, Inc. is
registered with the Florida
Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services as a charity
to ask for and collect
contributions within the state.
Learn more at: https://holocaust
resources.org/ or send donation
to HERC, PO Box 16282,
Tallahassee, FL 32317.
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Throughout World War II, government and community leaders, and
ordinary people made ethical choices based on their circumstances,
personal morality, or political forces. The Nazis carried out their
plans to murder European Jews and others, while some individuals,
groups, and governments chose, at great risk, to protect and rescue
those who were targeted. Thousands of others chose to participate
in the Nazis’ racist schemes while most people did nothing,
although they were aware of what was happening.
In this exhibition you will find examples of perpetrators, bystanders,
victims, and upstanders. It retells how the actions of individuals,
groups, and governments contributed to the Holocaust and explores
the reactions of Florida Survivors to events as they unfolded.
On view March 15th – April 30, 2022
at Tallahassee Community College

Workforce Development Building
444 Appleyard Drive
This exhibition presented locally and made possible through

The Florida Holocaust Museum • 55 Fifth Street South, Saint Petersburg, FL 33701 • 727-820-0100 • www.TheFHM.org
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Expanding How We Teach About the Holocaust:
New Topics and Media
June 20-21, 2022 • 8:30 am-3:30 pm
Tallahassee Community College – 444 Appleyard Dr. – Workforce Development Building (WD)
Whether you’re new to teaching about the Holocaust, or a veteran, it’s time we expand what Holocaust classes can teach our
students. History, yes. Geography, civics, and how fascism rises, of course. Yet we can also use primary sources to develop
curiosity; analyze photographs; understand Jewish life – falling in love, sibling rivalry, overcoming hardship, and rebuilding lives;
and more.a
Centropa, a historical institute based in Vienna, interviewed 1,200 elderly Jews living in 15 European countries. We did not use
video but asked our respondents to tell us their entire life stories spanning the 20th c. as they showed us their old family
photographs, which we digitized.
Teachers use Centropa’s database of photographs, interviews, and short multimedia films to teach history, Holocaust, social
studies, geography, ELA, art, foreign languages, filmmaking, photography, technology, and civics. All resources are FREE.
In this webinar you will:
• reconnect to why you wanted to be a teacher in the first place;
• explore Centropa’s database of photographs and interviews and create lessons for your classroom;
• revisit Holocaust topics, such as Kristallnacht and the Kindertransport, and learn how to teach them with new resources and in
new ways;
• learn Holocaust stories rarely taught – those from Hungary, and about Sephardic Jews in the Balkans (the former Yugoslavia);
• return to class with ready-made activities, lessons, and projects, along with all of the resources you need to teach them;
• learn about Centropa’s professional development opportunities.
Lunch, coffee, and snacks will be provided, and participants will earn professional development credit through the Holocaust
Education Resource Council (HERC), which provides instructional guidance, support and resources for educators who teach the
history of the Holocaust, and educational programs for the community at large.

Click Here to Register
Questions? Contact: Lauren Granite (Centropa) or Barbara Goldstein (HERC)

www.HolocaustResources.org
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Earn HEA Designation,
20 Inservice Points, and Resources
for Your Classroom Library!

Purpose:
Create a team of exemplary Holocaust
educators who are dedicated to the
district-wide intergration of Holocaust study
into the grades 4-12 curriculum.
Guidelines for Selection:
Currently teaching the Holocaust in language
arts, social studies, or art.
Deliverables:
• Attend Teacher Workshop at TCC
• Lead 30-min presentation on
Holocaust Education to school faculty
by end of semester
• Coordinate school wide activity for
Holocaust Education Week
(November 9th)
• Complete a brief survey providing
feedback of years activities

For more information, contact
Barbara Goldstein at
barbara@holocaustresources.org
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“We must always take sides.
Neutrality helps the oppressor,
never the victim. Silence encourages
the tormentor, never the tormented.”

Elie Wiesel
(September 30, 1928 – July 2, 2016)

HERC February 2022 Newsletter
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Board Member Spotlight Featuring:

Steve Friedlander – HERC Treasurer
How did you first get involved
with HERC?
I do not remember the exact
instant I learned of HERC, but
throughout the last decade,
Barbara has encouraged me to
participate in various HERC
activities. My first involvement
came through going to HERC
dinners and participating in
teacher workshops.
What is one of your most
memorable experiences working
with HERC?
The day we took a group of
Chiles High School students to the
Florida Holocaust Museum. Many
of the students commented to me
how the experience changed them.
In particular, one of my Algebra I
students expressed an interest in
the Holocaust. I made sure she
was able to take the trip.
What do you wish other people
knew about HERC?
The enormous outreach HERC
has in our community. Even with
limited resources, HERC has
allowed many teachers in our area
to learn how to teach about the
Holocaust.
Why do you serve on the HERC
board?
As a second-generation
Holocaust survivor (my father's
family left Germany in 1940), I feel
an obligation to make sure the next
generation realizes the horrors of
the Holocaust. History shows the
third generation after an historical
event often forgets the significance
of the incident.
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WWII, six of whom were my
relatives.
What was your first exposure to
Holocaust education?
I knew all along my father's
family escaped from Nazi
Germany. My father and his
brother told us bits and pieces of
their experiences. As a Freshman
at FSU, I took a course on the
Holocaust under Dr. Richard
Rubenstein, one of the world's
foremost authorities on the
Holocaust. During that time, my
father and another uncle wrote
letters to me and Dr. Rubenstein of
their experiences in Germany.
Steve Friedlander – HERC Treasurer

How do your support HERC?
I have and will continue to set
up school trips to the Florida
Holocaust Museum. It is vital the
current generation of students
understand the importance of the
Holocaust. I attend as many
HERC events as possible.
What do you think will change
about HERC in the next five
years?
HERC is ready to expand to all
of North Florida and offer more
workshops and programs
throughout the area. I can see
HERC's influence ranging from
Jacksonville to Pensacola. Also,
more educational activities will be
available to all people in this
region. I would like to see HERC
sponsor trips to Poland, Germany,
and China. Shanghai was the
home to some 25,000 Jews during

How can the Holocaust best be
taught?
There are several ways to teach
about the Holocaust: direct
teaching, activities, and trips to
various sites. Holocaust education
should begin at a young age and
include recognizing and accepting
people are different.
Tell us something few people
know about you.
I just retired after teaching
math at Rickards and Chiles high
schools for 39 years. I am the only
person to open Timberlane (now
Gilchrist) Elementary School, the
IB program at Rickards, and Chiles
High School. And, I did softball
scheduling for the city of
Tallahassee, one-year scheduling
3010 games for the season!
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